**FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS**

*Be able to answer any of the questions listed below.*

Why did you apply for a position with this company?

What are your strengths?

What are your weaknesses?

Why should I hire you?

What field of work are you interested in? Why?

What is your biggest accomplishment to date?

What would you like to be doing in five years?

What are your hobbies/interests?

If you could start again, what would you do differently?

Why haven't you obtained a job so far?

How would you handle the following situation?

What type of position are you most interested in?

Why do you think you might like to work for our company?

Why did you choose this particular field of work?

What do you know about our company?

What qualifications do you have that make you feel you will be successful in your field?

How much money do you hope to earn in five years?

What personal characteristics are necessary for success in your chosen field?

Why do you think you would like this particular type of job?

Do you prefer working with others or by yourself?

What have you learned from some of the jobs you have held?

Can you get recommendations from previous employers?

What do you know about opportunities in the field in which you are trained?

Do you plan to stay in this area or would you relocate for a career?

What job in our company would you choose if you were entirely free to do so?

Do you plan on getting additional training?

What jobs have you enjoyed the most? The least? Why?

Have you ever had a problem with a job?

Do you have any questions?

---

**Remember**

You are interviewing the company as much as being interviewed. Be positive. Relax.

**Nonverbal Questions and Answers**

Silent language can greatly influence the interview. Raising your eyebrows, looking at your watch or at everything but the interviewer, slouching in your chair—these often convey more than words. By sitting up straight, keeping feet flat on the floor, smiling occasionally and maintaining good eye contact, you will appear to be poised and confident.